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A B S T R A C T   

With an increase in the application of direct PCR to items of forensic relevance, as well as the array of STR kits 
available for amplification, the need for a comprehensive investigation into the optimum STR panel for this 
workflow has arisen. Here we examine the relative STR amplification success of touch DNA on a range of sub-
strates, with surface properties typical of those found in forensic investigation, using six commercially available 
STR kits: GlobalFiler®, Identifiler® Plus, Identifiler® Direct, VeriFiler™ Plus, Investigator® 24Plex QS, and 
PowerPlex® 21. We report on the percentage of possible donor alleles amplified per profile, and the number of 
samples that resulted in informative genetic data (≥12 autosomal alleles). We also include comment on the ease 
of interpretation of the resulting electropherograms for each of these six STR kits, when applied within a direct 
PCR workflow. Donors of known shedder status deposited DNA by handling one of five substrates (glass slide, 
matchstick, insulated wire, circuit board, and a plastic ziplock bag) for 15 s, 15 min post-handwashing with 
water. Each item was touched in triplicate by each volunteer for amplification with each STR kit resulting in a 
dataset of 720 samples. The difference in the number of profiles considered to be informative was found to be 
statistically significant when comparing STR kits (p = 0.0011) and donors (p = 2e-07), but not when considering 
substrates (p = 0.15). Identifiler® Plus amplification resulted in the highest profile coverage and second highest 
percentage of informative profiles. VeriFiler™ Plus generated informative profiles in the largest number of 
samples (94%) with PowerPlex® 21 amplification resulting in the fewest (79%). There was no significant dif-
ference between Investigator® 24Plex QS and GlobalFiler® in any empirical consideration; however, baseline 
noise and artefact presence made Investigator 24PlexQS profiles more difficult to analyse.   

1. Introduction 

Reports detailing the application of direct PCR of forensically rele-
vant samples and exhibits has expanded recently with studies using body 
fluids [1–5], reference samples [6–9], and tape-lifts [10–12] collected 
from exhibits. A variant on placing a sample taken from an substrate, 
such as swab or tapelift, into the direct PCR workflow is to place a 
substrate, directly into the PCR master mix [13–21]. There are two 
workflows referred to in the literature as ‘direct PCR’[22,23]; these 
include the use of an incubation/pre-treatment step prior to PCR, as with 
reference samples [6,8,24,25], and the direct addition of the sample or 
item into the PCR tube [14,25,26]. For the purpose of this work, the 
second definition of direct PCR was examined. A considerable portion of 
the current research is focussed on the prospect of obtaining DNA 

profiles from ‘touch DNA’ or from sample types where the integrity of 
the DNA within PCR might be compromised if it is not subjected to an 
extraction process: such sample types include fired bullet casings [27] 
and improvised explosive device components [26,28–30]. The ability to 
obtain informative STR profiles using standard means that involve the 
use of an extraction process from samples with DNA deposited by touch 
is very limited [31–34], however the application of direct PCR has 
shown an improvement in some circumstances in resultant profiles [29, 
35–38]. As laboratories are starting to perform direct PCR analyses 
within their workflows, or are considering this move, the data presented 
in this paper aims to provide information regarding the ideal commer-
cially available STR kit for direct PCR to allow integration into labora-
tory practice. 

The direct PCR workflow differs from traditional workflow through 
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the circumvention of the DNA extraction process. Although the extrac-
tion process removes potential PCR inhibitors, the loss of DNA template 
is significant and can be as much as 76% [44]; selection of specific kits 
[45]and modification or optimisation to protocols has been known to 
increase extraction efficiency [46]. This template loss is not a concern 
where the DNA template is readily available in large amounts, however, 
with ‘touch’ DNA samples the initial amount of DNA template is 
inherently low so any loss through extraction considerably reduces the 
potential for an informative DNA profile to be generated [33]. Direct 
PCR removes this extraction step and therefore any subsequent loss of 
DNA is avoided; this is ideal where low DNA template exists within a 
sample [47]. There have been a number of studies that concluded that 
the direct PCR workflow has advantages over extraction-based work-
flows with respect to STR DNA profiling, both for high template samples 
[1,2,4,6,20] and low template samples [10,11,35,36,38]. Disadvantages 
of direct PCR include: any inhibitors of PCR are not removed due to the 
omission of any extraction/purification process; there is no opportunity 
to quantify the mass of DNA collected; and replicate amplifications 
cannot be performed due to the use of the entire sample in the PCR 
process [23,35]. Caution must be taken when considering samples 
where PCR inhibitors may be present, for example haem within blood 
samples [48,49]. As fewer inhibitors are present in ‘touch’ DNA, which 
consists predominantly of corneocytes and keratinocytes with an 
uncharacterised concentration of cell-free DNA [47,50,51], direct PCR 
application is a viable workflow option in the analysis of these sample 
types. 

Multiple STR amplification kits have been used in direct PCR 
methodologies. Initial studies utilised SGM Plus® [13], PowerPlex® 
18D [9] and NGM SElect™ [11,14,36,38], while more recent studies 
have amplified template using GlobalFiler® [1,6,35,52], Identifiler® 
Plus [35], and VeriFiler™ Plus [53]. Over the course of research into the 
application of direct PCR to forensically relevant samples, companies 
have not only increased the number of loci available for amplification, 
but the ability of the buffers to overcome inhibitors and enzymatic 
function has also increased [38]. 

Previous research has shown that the data produced in the analysis of 
trace DNA, in the form of ‘touch DNA’, is influenced by the amplification 
kit used [9,35,36]. Myers et al. compared PowerPlex® 18D (PP18D) and 
Identifiler® Direct (IDFD) systems for the direct amplification of refer-
ence samples concluding that IDFD generated profiles with higher peaks 
than PP18D, leading to saturation and increased pull-up. When 
comparing the same injection time of 5 s, the success rates of a profile 
passing set guidelines were comparable between kits, at 95% IDFD and 
96.25% PP18D [9]. Templeton and Linacre compared DNA profiles 
taken from fingermarks and amplified using NGM SElect™ and Profiler 
Plus® with the reported success for obtaining informative profiles being 
66% with Profiler Plus® and 74% with NGM SElect™ [36]. Martin et al. 
compared GlobalFiler® and Identifiler® Plus when swabs were taken 
from a range of sample types. They reported that although GlobalFiler® 
produced an average allele count of 36 alleles (of 46) while Identifiler® 
Plus produced an average of 31 alleles (of 32), Identifiler® Plus was the 
preferred kit for direct PCR amplification [35]. This was due to the 
standard deviations of ± 15 alleles with GlobalFiler® and ± 1 allele for 
Identifiler® Plus; DNA profiles were more consistently data rich when 
using Identifiler® Plus. 

The intent of this body of research was to perform direct PCR on a 
variety of substrate types using a comprehensive range of STR amplifi-
cation kits commercially available, used both routinely and infrequently 
in laboratories, to determine which kits performed most effectively for 
the analysis of touch DNA. The kits tested within this body of work, and 
the loci they amplify, are given in Supp. Table 1. The percentage of 
profile coverage, number of donor alleles amplified, and ease of inter-
pretation was recorded to provide data to laboratories to support or 
advise their STR kit choice in any analytical work relating to touch DNA 
by direct PCR. The purpose of this work is not as a validation study, 
rather it is as an informative tool to laboratories as to the effectiveness of 

their currently employed kit to the application of direct PCR, as such the 
allelic amplification rates between kits is the focus. This is the largest 
comparison of commercial kits for the application of direct PCR on touch 
DNA; in fact for any template source, with the exception of a paper by 
Westen et al. [39] investigating six commercial kits for Dutch allele 
frequency database development from blood samples [39] and a paper 
exploring a pre-treatment direct PCR approach to 13 STR kits using 
saliva samples [24], other kit comparisons within literature consist of 
two [9,35,36] or three kits [40–43]. 

2. Methods 

2.1. Ethics approval 

Approval was obtained prior to sample collection from the Social and 
Behavioural Research Ethics Committee (reference 8109) of Flinders 
University. 

2.2. Substrates and volunteers 

Eight volunteers (designated IND 01–08) were used to deposit DNA 
on these substrates: IND 01–04 were males, and IND 05–08 were fe-
males. The shedder status of all volunteers had been previously deter-
mined, following methods outlined in Kanokwongnuwut et al., 2018, to 
ensure representation of a range of shedder status was used within the 
dataset [54]. IND 01, IND02, IND04 were recorded as high shedders, 
IND 03, IND 07, IND 08 were recorded as intermediate shedders and IND 
05, IND 06 were recorded as low shedders. 

Five items were chosen to emulate potential real-life exhibits which 
comprised: glass slide, matchstick, insulated wire, circuit board, and a 
plastic ziplock bag. Each item was prepared in eighteen replicates by 
each volunteer giving a total of 720 samples. The eighteen replicates 
were separated at random into six groups for a total of three replicates 
per volunteer per group. These groups were analysed by different STR 
kits being GlobalFiler®, Identifiler® Plus, Identifiler® Direct, Veri-
Filer™ Plus (ThermoFisher Scientific, VIC, AU), Investigator® 24Plex 
QS (QIAGEN, VIC, AU) and PowerPlex® 21 (Promega Corporation, VIC, 
AU). 

2.3. Deposition of DNA 

All items were cleaned with 3% bleach, wiped, and allowed to air dry 
in an isolated clean room to ensure no DNA was present on the items 
prior to the deposition of DNA by the volunteers. Negative control 
samples were collected from a set of cleaned items. Negative controls 
were performed in triplicate from each item. Deposition of DNA was 
performed by touching each sample for 15 s, 15 min post handwashing, 
as described in Martin et. al, 2018 [35]. Between depositing DNA onto a 
substrate and beginning the next deposition rotation, of handwashing 
and a 15 min wait, there was no instruction as to the time interval 
required. 

2.4. Collection of DNA from substrates 

DNA collection by swabbing was performed for the glass slide, 
insulated wire, circuit board and ziplock bag as described in Martin et al. 
2018 [35]. Each swabbed sample was double-swabbed using a nylon 
ultra-fine micro-applicator (City Dental, Adelaide, AU) premoistened 
with 0.1% Triton X-100™ (Sigma, Australia). DNA collection was per-
formed by tape-lift for the matchstick samples following the method 
described in Martin et al., 2019 [10]. 

2.5. DNA Amplification 

Direct PCR was performed on each sample using either the Global-
Filer®, AmpFLSTR® Identifiler® Plus, AmpFLSTR® Identifiler® Direct, 
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VeriFiler™ Plus, Investigator® 24Plex QS, or the PowerPlex® 21 by 
removing the two swab heads, with a sterile scalpel blade, directly into 
the same 0.2 mL thin-walled PCR tube. From this point GlobalFiler® will 
be referred to as GF, AmpFLSTR® Identifiler® Plus as IDFP, 
AmpFLSTR® Identifiler® Direct as IDFD, VeriFiler™ Plus as VERP, 
Investigator® 24Plex QS as I24, or the PowerPlex® 21 as PP21. 

Amplifications were performed in 25 µL following the manufac-
turer’s protocol with exception of 2 µL of Prep-n-Go™ (ThermoFisher 
Scientific) and Low TE Buffer (ThermoFisher Scientific) replacing water. 
The exception to this was the IDFD kit which where amplifications were 
performed in 27 µL, due to the additional 2 µL Prep-n-Go™ added to the 
master mix. The addition of Prep-n-Go™ has been widely incorporated 
into direct PCR methods [19,53,55] and has been shown to increase 
genetic data yield [56]. All amplifications were performed on a Pro-
Flex™ thermal-cycler (ThermoFisher Scientific). PCR product (1 µL) was 
added to the appropriate volume and designated size standard, ac-
cording to manufacturer’s instruction, and separated on a 3500 Genetic 
Analyser (ThermoFisher Scientific). Kits were chosen based on their 
previous literature use in direct PCR analysis, or current use for HID in 
forensic laboratories for casework samples within Australia; specialised 
low template kits were not chosen, with the exception of IDFD, as 
operational laboratories are unlikely to perform validation studies for 
the inclusion of additional kits where the need may not exist to do so. 

2.6. Data analysis 

2.6.1. Allelic data analysis 
Allele data were analysed using GeneMapper® ID-X (version 1.4). 

The quality of the profiles, with respect to peak morphology and artefact 
incidence were observed and the number of alleles present from the 
donor were recorded. Peaks were recorded if they were of 50 RFU or 
above. Peaks were considered for homozygosity if they were ≥ 150 RFU. 
Samples were considered ‘informative’, or up-loadable to the Australian 
National Criminal Investigation DNA Database (NCIDD), if they con-
tained 12 or more amplified autosomal alleles [38,57,58]. The per-
centage of a donor’s profile amplified was calculated by dividing the 
number of alleles present in a profile with the maximum number of al-
leles capable of being amplified. 

2.6.2. Comparison of genetic data 
Of the five kits amplified, the maximum number of donor alleles able 

to be amplified varied between 32 (IDFP and IDFD) and 49 (VERP). For 
this reason, assessments were made to consider different factors influ-
encing the overall performance of each kit, these being: 1) the per-
centage of a donor alleles present in the profile; and 2) the number of 
donor alleles present per profile. For the statistical analyses, including 
Wald chi-squared test, linear and logistic regressions, R software was 
utilised [59]. 

3. Results and discussion 

All negative controls taken from each item retuned blank profiles or 
profiles with no more than a single peak allele drop-in at low RFU (<80 
RFU). 

Each section below analyses electropherogram data in different ways 
to address various performance metrics of STR kits. Qualitative obser-
vations relating to data produced with each kit are discussed broadly to 
introduce potential user experiences when analysing touch DNA by 
direct PCR. The number of alleles amplified, as a discrete total or 
average value, between kits is described to discuss the potential ‘donor 
match’ statistical weight obtainable though direct PCR touch DNA 
analysis with each STR kit. To account for variability in the maximum 
number of loci amplifiable between STR kits, the percentage of the 
profile present, when compared to this maximum value, was calculated 
and discussed as ‘profile coverage’; this allows an indication as to PCR 
efficiency due to kit constituents between STR kits rather than a discrete 

allele number. 

3.1. Percent of donor profile amplified: STR kit design 

To assess confidence in the ability of each kit to amplify genetic data 
in the presence of inhibitors or degraded DNA from direct PCR ampli-
fication of touch DNA, the observed profile percentage was calculated 
for each sample, hereafter referred to as profile coverage. For example, 
PP21 amplifies a maximum of 42 alleles while VERP amplifies a 
maximum of 48, therefore if 16 alleles are present this corresponds to 
38% and 33% profile coverage respectively. Due to the size of the 
dataset and random deposition allocation it is not believed that the 
difference between intra-personal depositions would cause the perfor-
mance of specific kits to be inadvertently increased. If all buffers were 
able to manage the presence of any inhibitors equally and all enzymatic 
activity was the same between all kits, the relative profile coverage 
observed should be the same across all kits; this was not observed, and 
kit type was found to be significant to the percentage of the donor profile 
observed (p = 0.0011); IDFP outperformed the other five kits. This was 
also observed by Lin et al. [43] where IDFP portrayed a better tolerance 
to tannic acid than GF did [43]. IDFP and VERP amplification produced 
an average of 91% and 88% profile coverage respectively, which is 
significantly more than the other four kits (Fig. 1). The inference is that 
the buffer composition and/or enzymatic activity within IDFP and VERP 
allowed for more effective direct PCR amplification of touch DNA than 
the other four kits tested. Kits with a higher standard deviation in these 
data may also have higher cellular input requirements [47]. 

Caution is noted when making an inference that amplification suc-
cess is affected by a kit’s constituents as the number of loci amplified 
differs between kits, as does the size of the amplification products for 
each loci differ. As STR amplicons of higher mass are more likely to be 
lost to degradation or amplified inefficiently due to inhibitor presence 
compared with amplicons of lower mass, profile coverage can be influ-
enced by the locus location design of the kit. Some STR kits have a larger 
allelic rages than others, VeriFiler™ Plus amplifies products between 80 
and 430 bp while SGM Plus® lies within 90–360 bp [60,61], while 
others design their kits to have the highest percentage of loci in the 
smaller amplicon side of the electropherogram [62]. For example, the 
average number of donor alleles amplified per profile is significantly 
lower when amplified with IDFD (<360 bp) than with any other kit 
(p = 5.03e-07), however, it presented an average of 75% profile 
coverage, which is higher than both GF (<460 bp) and PP21 (<460 bp). 
Because of this, comparison needs to be made between kits with a 
similar maximum product mass, these being GF, INV24, PP21 and VERP. 
GF, INV24 and PP21 performed similarly, with no statistical difference 
with respect to the average profile coverage per profile; Lim et al.(2017) 
showed that for humic acid and collagen there was no difference be-
tween INV24 and GF for most concentrations and for tannic acid INV24 
was more robust [43]. These kits all presented significantly lower profile 
coverage than VERP (p = 1.05e-05), which even contains additional 
loci. The inference from these data is that the constituents of the VERP 
kit facilitated direct PCR amplification of touch DNA STR alleles more 
effectively than the other three kits listed, even considering the ampli-
fication of alleles with comparatively larger masses. 

There was no significant difference observed with the average profile 
coverage between different substrate types when considering all kits 
(Supp. Fig. 1) (p = 0.15). Individual kits resulted in subtle differences 
between the substrates, but these was not significant for any kit (Supp. 
Fig. 2); even considering the glass slide with IDFD, substrate was not 
significant (p = 0.10). The matchstick presented the largest variability 
within the data, with the ziplock bag and circuit board presenting pro-
files with a more consistent profile coverage between sample replicates 
and kits. 

Individual volunteers differed in profile coverage across all kits 
(Supp. Fig. 3). Their deposition as described by their shedder status did 
not, in all cases, correlate to the amplification success as observed in 
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their STR profile. The quality of the DNA within the touch deposit is not 
identified using the shedder status determination method chosen, in 
addition to this there is limited knowledge surrounding the intraper-
sonal deposition stability over time. It has been postulated that a single 
designation of an individual’s shedding ability should not be used [63], 
although for research purposes where the shedder status is not a para-
mount variable from which assessments on other data is made this is not 
necessary. IND 04 provided a touch deposit that resulted in consistently 
high-profile coverage, with an average of 95% alleles amplified. IND01, 
IND02, IND03, and IND06 presented similar median percentages of 
profile coverage, with an average ranging between 80% and 90% alleles. 
IND05, IND07 and IND08 provided touch deposits that resulted in 
significantly lower profile coverage than the other volunteers, 66%, 75% 
and 57% respectively. Additionally, these volunteers exhibited the 

greatest variation between samples in profile coverage; their propensity 
to deposit DNA is lower than the other volunteers and this varied greatly 
between deposition events. This is in line with previous research, which 
hypothesises activity plays a role in low shedders’ deposition more so 
than for high shedders, who deposit enough DNA for a full profile more 
consistently [54,64]. 

3.2. Number of donor peaks amplified: statistical weight 

The total number of donor alleles amplified give an indication of the 
strength of potential match probabilities that can be obtained with each 
kit. There were significantly more donor alleles amplified per profile 
when VERP was utilised than with any other kit (p = 2.73e-11) (Fig. 2). 
VERP amplification resulted in an average of 43 donor peaks per profile. 

Fig. 1. Average percentage of donor profile observed of all volunteers on each substrate type, per kit. Error bars represent the standard deviation in profile coverage 
across the triplicate samples of all substrates (N = 120 for each kit). 

Fig. 2. Number of donor peaks obtained per STR kit, observed for all substrates from all volunteers. The dashed line represents 12 alleles and the value at the top of 
the boxplots is the percentage of data above this line (N = 120 per kit). 
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This compared with 29 by IDFP, 24 by IDFD, 32 by GF, 35 by INV24, and 
30 by PP21. In a recent study on the sensitivity of three forensic auto-
somal kits, VERP was shown to be far more sensitive than INV24, with 
50% profile coverage compared with 4% when 8 pg of DNA was added 
[42]. A higher number of donor alleles would indicate the optimum STR 
kit for the amplification of touch DNA by direct PCR; this is VERP based 
on these data. After VERP, IDFP followed by INV24 and GF are the kits 
that provide the highest likelihood of obtaining an informative profile 
(dashed line in Fig. 2) however INV24 and GF amplification resulted in 
the highest number of donor alleles per profiles of these three. 

Ideally an STR amplification kit has a high average number of donor 
alleles amplified, and low resultant data spread between replicate 
sample results to give confidence in the consistency of its amplification. 
Although the replicates performed are not technical triplicates, rather 
they are biological replicates, due to the random assignment of the de-
posits from the donor between kit amplification choice the assertions 
described by the trends retain their value. Additionally, the use of a 
range of shedders mitigates the variance in deposition as having a large 
effect on simplification success. These data show that in the number of 
amplified donor alleles per profile IDFP and VERP have the lowest 
variation between analysed samples (Fig. 2). Due to this low variation in 
amplified alleles, an estimation as to the quality of profile that should be 
obtained from evidentiary samples, similar to the substrates examined 
and providing touch DNA is present, can be made. Amplification with 
the other kits cannot provide the same confidence in the number of 
donor peaks expected in a profile, given the same conditions. 

As the lowest standard deviation in the dataset pertaining to the 
number of donor alleles amplified was observed with IDFP, both as an 
average of all volunteers and within volunteer datasets, this kit may be 
preferred over INV24 and GF even though these two kits amplified more 
donor alleles on average. This variation in the number of donor alleles 
amplified is likely due to the variable nature of touch DNA depositions. 
Depositions are not identical between events as pressure [65,66] and 
activity [44,67] can influence them. VERP has a low standard deviation 
and a high average number of donor alleles amplified therefore it 
consistently produced profiles with a high number of donor alleles, 
providing the best opportunity for high match probability statistical 
strength with a potential match found with a database search. In case-
work, additional PCR inhibitory factors can reduce the efficiency of 
amplification when compared to the touch DNA deposits analysed for 
this study, therefore a reduction in the number of donor alleles within a 
profile would be expected. 

As data for each substrate amplified per kit clusters closely with 
respect to informative profile observations, with the exception of IDFD 
and INV24, each kit performs similarly when amplifying each of the 
substrates (Supp. Fig. 2); the relationship between substrate and infor-
mative profiles for the glass slide using IDFD showed p = 0.0502 and 
INV24 showed p = 0.0163. With the exception of IDFD (informative 
profile p = 0.006) and INV24 (number of alleles p = 0.035) there is no 
significant difference in the number of donor alleles amplified or the 
likelihood of an informative profile being produced from any substrate 
tested when amplified with the same kit for the remaining kits. 

The spread of data between donors, within kits, differs (Supp. Fig. 4). 
IND04 presents low variance in the number of amplified alleles from 
their touch deposit in all kits, while IND05 and IND08 show much 
variance in most kits. IND03, IND04 and IND06 consistently presented 
more donor alleles per profile than the dataset average and IND08 was 
consistently below (Supp. Fig. 5). Other volunteers show variable vari-
ance in the number of donor alleles amplified, across all kits. This in-
dicates the variable nature of deposition as on occasion amplification of 
a low shedders’ DNA was more successful than that of a high shedder. 

3.3. Interpretation challenges 

The interpretational challenges listed below are not the focus of this 
work, rather they are included to inform laboratory or research staff as 

to potential issues or considerations that may arise due to direct PCRs 
application to touch DNA samples with these kits. As individual labo-
ratories perform their own internal validations, and these would be 
more suited to the sample load they are utilising, the data and obser-
vations explained below is not as in depth as traditional kit validations; 
these may not be translatable to other users’ experiences. 

3.3.1. Baseline 
The baseline of multiple INV24 dye lanes was subject to greater noise 

when compared to other kits (Fig. 3). Alleles with low RFU were difficult 
to designate and would pose real challenges to casework samples; as the 
donor alleles were known for these research samples, interpretation was 
not an issue, however casework profiles cannot be treated in the same 
way. The baseline of the purple dye lane in VERP profiles often exhibited 
greater noise than other kits, the exception being INV24. This noise was 
most common around the loci with the lower mass and could be easily 
distinguished from real alleles (lower panel of ‘VeriFiler® Plus’ in 
Fig. 3). The RFU of amplified donor alleles were significantly higher 
than the baseline noise observed in most samples, therefore these arte-
facts did not pose difficulty with profile analysis, however if amplifi-
cation resulted in true alleles of similar peak heights to these anomalies, 
or the baseline noise, analysis was challenging and may be impossible at 
some loci in casework scenarios. Tay et al. [42] showed a similar trend 
between the baseline of VERP and INV24, whereby VERP exhibited 
lower levels in the presence of DNA. They concluded that for the 
amplification of trace DNA, VERP provided a higher level of confidence 
in the differentiation of alleles from noise related to artefacts [42]. 

The black dye lane within many PP21 profiles was also subject to 
peak anomalies, whereby peaks appeared at a consistent distance from 
one another along the entirety of the dye lane (Fig. 3). This made 
interpretation of true alleles difficult as the false peaks were often a 
similar RFU to true alleles. These peaks were also observed in some 
reference profiles from good quality extracted DNA; therefore it is not an 
anomaly due to the direct PCR amplification of touch DNA. The purple 
dye lane of VERP was also subject to these peak anomalies along all loci 
at consistent mass differences (upper panel of ‘VeriFiler® Plus’ in Fig. 3). 
Overlaying of the size standard lane with these supported the conclusion 
that these peaks were due to pull-up from this size standard dye. Re- 
running the sample with a lower size standard addition reduced these 
peaks observed in the profile. 

3.3.2. Additional Anomalies and Artefacts 
Increased pull-up and stutter were observed in INV24 and PP21 

profiles when compared with IDFP, IDFD, GF and VERP, data not shown. 
The increase in pull-up in INV24 and PP21 profiles was more apparent in 
loci with lower amplicon mass; it occurred from amplicons with RFUs 
that would not indicate saturation for many loci in INV24 profiles. 
Profiles generated from amplification by GF and IDFD produced 
increased incidence of split-peaks when compared to other kits. INV24 
was subject to PCR efficiency reduction for loci with larger mass, due to 
inhibitory effects from the substrate or the quality of the touch DNA 
template, more frequently than with other kits. The loci with smaller 
masses were amplified far more than those with higher masses where a 
‘ski slope’ was observed in many profiles. 

3.3.3. Additional Comments 
One allele designation was discordant at Penta D for IND02 between 

VERP and PP21, where their amplified allele was called 9.4 in all sam-
ples amplified by VERP and 10 in all samples amplified by PP21; this 
was tested again with reference samples from the individual and the 
same was observed. 

Mixtures within profiles were similar across kits, with an average of 
34% samples presenting mixed profiles. This is in line with previous 
research [35,36], non-donor peaks could be attributed to cohabitants of 
the donor. Heterozygous peak imbalance occurred in all kits, more 
severely and more often in GF and INV24, data not shown. This is not 
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unusual for trace DNA analysis, such as the touch DNA template ana-
lysed by direct PCR here [68,69]. A paper comparing GF, INV24 and 
PowerPlex® Fusion 6 C found that GF presented better heterozygous 
balance and intra-colour signal balance than INV24 [43]. 

Although the baseline of INV24 and VERP was often subject to 
greater noise, when compared to other kits, these kits also amplified the 
largest number of donor alleles per profile, with INV24 amplifying an 
average of 34 donor alleles and VERP amplifying an average of 43 donor 
alleles. There is therefore a trade-off between increased manual profile 
interpretation and allelic data generation that may be advantageous. 
The QS peaks in the VERP and INV24 profiles provide information into 
the mechanics behind allele amplification success; they can indicate 
DNA degradation or inhibition from a substrate or template source. Use 
of these kits for challenging sample types, such as discharged ammuni-
tion or detonated improvised explosive device components, would give 
information as to the potential requirement for extraction if direct 
amplification failed and inhibition is indicated by the QS peaks. 

4. Conclusion 

The data provided in this study is designed to provide comment on 
the optimum STR panel for the amplification of touch DNA by direct PCR 
and inform laboratories on the benefits and limitations of each kit before 
incorporation into workflow ensues. Successful direct PCR amplification 
of touch DNA from a range of substrates was performed with all six STR 
kits. Laboratories need to consider what they view as important to 
determine their individual conclusion as to kit performance in the 
context of their workflow (Table 1). 

The kits that produce informative profiles more frequently may be 
favoured to ensure that the maximum number of evidentiary samples 
can be compared to a DNA database. IDFP, GF, INV24 and VERP resulted 
in informative profiles more often than IDFD and PP21. The difference in 
the number of informative profiles within the dataset was found to be 
significant when considering donor and kit choice, but not the substrate. 
VERP, INV24 and GF amplified the highest number of donor alleles on 
average. Significance in the number of donor alleles amplified was only 
observed with VERP when compared against all other kits. The average 

number of donor alleles amplified may be of more importance, to in-
crease the statistical power of any potential match, even if samples are 
able to be uploaded for comparison less frequently. 

Aligned with these considerations, a kit’s robustness may be ad-
vantageous when amplifying samples by direct PCR, with increased 
inhibition potential and/or degraded template presence. In this case, the 
kits with the highest profile coverage are preferential. VERP and IDFP 
presented the best amplification for touch DNA samples by direct PCR 
with respect to profile coverage, with INV24 the lowest. 

VERP outperformed all kits in each of the three parameters exam-
ined, with the exception of IDFP in profile coverage, while IDFD under- 
performed significantly with respect to the average number of donor 
alleles amplified per profile. Of the other kits, there is no clear advantage 
one has over the others. IDFP amplification resulted in the highest 
percentage of profile coverage and second highest in percentage of 
informative profiles, however its average number of alleles was lower 
than all kits, with the exception of IDFD. GF, INV24 and PP21 could not 
be separated significantly in any empirical data observed. Although 
there is no clear advantage between these three kits in terms of the 
empirical measurement considerations discussed, ease of interpretation 
did vary. INV24 and PP21 presented multiple interpretational chal-
lenges with touch DNA analysis, therefore these may not be favoured if 
trace analysis is routinely performed or if inhibitors are likely to be 

Fig. 3. Examples of dye lane anomalies observed multiple times in the analysed datasets. Investigator 24 Plex QS (top title), PowerPlex21 (middle title), and 
VeriFiler® Plus (bottom title) show large baseline noise, often in lower half of electropherogram. PowerPlex21 (middle title) and VeriFiler® Plus (upper tile) show 
non-allelic peaks at consistent distances across the black or purple dye lane, respectively. The PowerPlex 21 black dye lane is from a negative control sample; all other 
dye lanes were negative. The Investigator 24 Plex QS and VeriFiler® Plus dye lane images are all from separate single-source profiles. 

Table 1 
Summary of main findings related to STR kit performance with respect to col-
lective data of all substrates and donors.  

Parameter High 
performance 

Mid 
performance 

Low performance 

Profile Coverage IDFP, VERP GF, INV24, 
PP21, IDFD  

Number of Alleles VERP GF, INV24, 
PP21, IDFP 

IDPD 

Baseline Anomalies IDFP, IDFD  VERP, INV24, PP21 
Pull-up (P), Stutter 

(S), Split peaks 
(SP) 

VERP, IDFP  INV24 (P/S), PP21 (P/ 
S), GF (SP), IDFD (SP)  
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encountered when a direct PCR approach is used. 
Consideration of a laboratories budget and locus concordance with 

current databases will be the most important factor when selecting one 
of these kits for implementation or continued use. The trends discussed 
from the analysis of this dataset consider touch DNA amplified by direct 
PCR only. Alternative template sources and workflow may result in 
different trends to those observed here. 
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